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Abstract

Today’s environment is a fast growing environment and data is distributed for the expansion of computation. Distributed computing has a major issue such as how to share a data, how to locate the services and how to make it scalable. When a limited number of nodes are available and load of running application is more as well as overhead are also major then sharing of applications among the node will definitely improve the performance of system. Locating the registered nodes to the binding server is located by making remote procedure call. Using appropriate load balancing technique threshold value will be calculated and sharing of the application on node are performed and utilization of processor as well as resources can be balanced accordingly.
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1. Introduction

A major challenge in distributed environments is how to share a data efficiently. Now a day’s data become more and more distributed and it is difficult to manage that data [1]. In proposed system application is shared by using remote procedure call and binding server. Remote procedure call is a protocol which is used for communication in distributed environment. In proposed system Remote procedure call can work same as its basic working shown in Fig.1. It provides a facility to communicate between client and server [2]. Here we desire to develop a binding server who keeps a track of all record about application which is mounting on different node.

When any node requires particular application it communicates with binding server through RPC. It makes a subroutine call to the bind server and bind server provide that node to other node who consist that application and maintain a communication between these two node. After the execution of application calling node retrieve the result of subroutine.

Fig.1 Client Server RPC Procedure

For a client to bind a server there are multiple mechanisms, the simplest one is to use a hard coded server name, but this method is inflexible, because if any change occurred on the server name, version or the location, the client code need to be upgraded, this problem was solved by using the directory service[3],[4],[5].

This paper is organized as follows. We compare a basic protocols used for remote procedure call, different load balancing algorithm which is used for distributed environment and scheduling policies in section II. Our proposed work is explained in section III, and last conclusions are given in section IV.

2. Existing Approaches

2.1 Comparison of protocol

Depending on different system several communication protocol are present for remote procedure call such as Request protocol (R protocol), Request/Reply Protocol (RR Protocol) and Request/Reply/Acknowledgement Protocol (RRA Protocol) [8], [9].
2.1.1 Request (R) Protocol
Request protocols are used when caller party does not required any confirmation about data receive or not, procedure executed or not. Client sends a request message for procedure execution to server. Sever execute that procedure but does not send in reply message.

2.1.2 Request/Reply (RR) Protocol
Request/Reply protocols are used when caller party require confirmation about data and result of procedure execution. Client sends a request message for procedure execution to server. Sever execute that procedure and send Reply message to the client. This protocol solves the limitation of R protocol as the reply is send to client about execution of procedure.

2.1.3 Request/Reply/Acknowledgement (RRA) Protocol
Request/Reply/Acknowledgement protocols are used when caller party requires confirmation about data and result of procedure execution and client also send the acknowledgement. Client sends a request message for procedure execution to server. Sever execute that procedure and send Reply message to the client, client send the acknowledgement message to server that they received the result. This protocol solves the limitation of R protocol as well as RR protocol. Because the reply is send to client about execution of procedure and client also send the acknowledgement about result. Comparison of these protocols is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of RPC Protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>R Protocol</th>
<th>RR Protocol</th>
<th>RRA Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure Report</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledgement</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upper layer protocol such as SNMP, IP, FTP, SCTP use IP address directly during communication. Instead of IP address we wish to use MAC Address. For MAC Address we have to use data link layer protocol. Data link layer does not consist any protocol but it supports two protocols.
- DACP (Data Link Switching Client Access Protocol)
- ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)

A. DCAP (Data Link Switching Client Access Protocol)
DCAP is used between workstations and routers for transport SNA traffic over TCP sessions. In a wireless network, each workstation that are connected in a network needs a MAC address to communicate with a FEP. When Data link switching client access protocol is implemented on a workstation, it does not contain MAC address, it only consists of an IP address [8]. If DCAP is implemented on large number of workstation it raises the important issues of scalability and efficiency during communication. As DCAP is a switch-to-switch protocol, it is not efficient when it is implemented on workstations and DCAP protocol has scalability and efficiency problem and it mainly act in logical link layer which consist of data, logical address and control information. MAC address require for communication so ARP Protocol is use in project [9].

B. ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)
ARP Protocol supports data link layer but it’s not a data link layer protocol. Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) required a TCP/IP standard defined in RFC 826, ARP resolves IP addresses used by TCP/IP-based software to media access control addresses. ARP has a facility of dynamic mapping, and it dynamically map logical address i.e IP address to Physical address i.e MAC address [8].

2.2 Load Balancing algorithm
Sharing of data required that it can be shared in reliable way, so for this we required a load balancing algorithm. Dynamic load balancing consists of maintaining load equilibrium among all the processors of a system during the execution of an application. For this purpose, a LBA needs to determine the load index that represents the processor load. In general, a LBA considers two policies related with the decision of load transfer and the gathering of load states information. The control policy is responsible for defining when and where to make a load transfer and which processor can make such a decision, only one processor or all of them. Concerning the information policy, it determines how the information will be collected, in a global or partial way. When a global information is maintained, the load index of all processors are sent to one processor, so when a large number of processor are used, possible bottlenecks can occur producing serious limitations on the LBA scalability. An adequate solution to improve scalability is by defining partial information policies where each node only needs the load indexes of some processors [10],[11]. Different load balancing algorithms are existing for distributed system such as Round robin, Random, Local queue, central queue and central manager. Comparison of these load balancing algorithms are given in Table 2. Round Robin and Random algorithm are used decentralized distribution and it also work in static manner. Local queue algorithm and Central queue algorithm can work in dynamic manner but local queue used decentralized distribution [10].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Round Robin</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Local Queue</th>
<th>Central queue</th>
<th>Central Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized/Decentralized</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic/Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of above study of algorithm and comparison on different parameter, we select Central Queue algorithm as it has a centralized control and it works on dynamic distribution for proposed work.

### 2.3 Scheduling Policies

A major challenge in wireless networks is the ability to maximize the throughput. High throughput in a wireless network requires a relatively low complex scheduling policy with a provable efficiency ratio, which is a measure of the performance of the policy in terms of throughput and stability [13]. As we share an application in our proposed system to share a that application load balancing and scheduling is mostly required. Load balancing is already explained in section 2.2. For Operating system different scheduling algorithm had developed some common scheduling algorithms are primitive algorithm, Non primitive algorithm, round robin algorithm, shortest job first algorithm. Author Gustavo Vejarano, Janise McNair explained a new scheduling policy for wireless network which provide stability, Reservation-Based Distributed Scheduling (RBDS). In an RBDS wireless network, the nodes negotiate with their neighbors for the reservation of future data-time-slots of their links. This negotiation is based on a three-way handshake that consists of a request, a grant, and a grant confirmation. Requests, grants, and grant confirmations are transmitted in scheduling packets. The nodes access the control-time-slots for transmitting scheduling packets using an election algorithm. Therefore, in an RBDS wireless network, the nodes access the wireless channel using two different algorithms: the election algorithm and the RBDS algorithm, whose roles are to avoid collisions and waited time slots in the control and data-sub frames respectively.

### 3. Proposed Work

The proposed system design a remote procedure call network and binding server for communication. The basic idea behind a project is explain in Fig.2.

Fig 2. Basic Working idea

As bind server support New Technology File System and have its facility in OS. But in the network it is difficult to know what data shared by whom.

We will use a concept of NTFS in proposed system If NFS server is configured and have some shared document then to use that share one must know what is the location or path of that share and address of the server, after this user has to mount that share at some mount point in the machine. This is very lengthy in the network [14].

To solve this problem we are trying to create one auto server and client. On server side if any machine in the network starts server will detect that is there any share is provided by machine for other and make entry about its share in its database of network shares in the network. On client side client try to get share of other machine that already started from the server and also try to mount that share on local machine for temporary so that it can used by particular user.

In the project first we store all the share detail in the network on the server and then provide that detail to all clients. We will use a basic RPC protocol that is Request Reply Acknowledgement protocol (RRA Protocol) and ARP protocol.
In proposed system, client node registers their services with binding server. For register they follow below steps:-

1. Start: - Binding server as well as all the other laptop start for connection.
2. Request to connect: - All the laptop sends the request to binding server for connection.
3. Accept Request: - Binding server accepts that request.
4. Send Application List to share: - after the establishment of connection all the connected laptop send their application list to binding server.
5. Add Library to public List: - Binding server adds them to their public list.

When computer/laptop that are connected in a network require any application they request to binding server. Binding server can connect that computer to the other computer who consists of that application. In proposed system client pc consist different application and that can be share through binding server. If same application is present on more than one computer at that time binding server analyze both the computer on the basis of their working load.

4. Conclusion

As application and other resources becoming more distributed for enhancing the power of computation and utilization of costly resources, it requires a proper and optimized resource sharing and accessing. This paper will proposed system that share costly resources and application. When data is shared in distributed environment it has scalability and efficiency problem in proposed system applications are available among all node which provide a improved computation power.
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